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Current preclinical studies in drug development utilize high-throughput in vitro screens to identify drug leads,
followed by both in vitro and in vivomodels to predict lead candidates' pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
properties. The goal of these studies is to reduce the number of lead drug candidates down to the most likely to
succeed in later human clinical trials. However, only 1 in 10 drug candidates that emerge from preclinical studies
will succeed and become an approved therapeutic. Lack of efficacy or undetected toxicity represents roughly 75%
of the causes for these failures, despite these parameters being the primary exclusion criteria in preclinical stud-
ies. Recently, advances in both biology and engineering have created new tools for constructing new preclinical
models. These models can complement those used in current preclinical studies by helping to create more real-
istic representations of human tissues in vitro and in vivo. In this review,wedescribe current preclinicalmodels to
identify their value and limitations and then discuss select areas of research where improvements in preclinical
models are particularly needed to advance drug development. Following this, we discuss design considerations
for constructing preclinical models and then highlight recent advances in these efforts. Taken together, we aim
to review the advances as of 2020 surrounding the prospect of biological and engineering tools for adding en-
hanced biological relevance to preclinical studies to aid in the challenges of failed drug candidates and the burden
this poses on the drug development enterprise and thus healthcare.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Drug development is a long and expensive process that follows a se-
ries of sequential steps (Fig. 1) [1–3]. Initially, researchers screen candi-
date pharmacological agents for desired activity and specificity and then
establish potential ranges of safe and therapeutic dosages in preparation
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for human clinical trials (HCT) [1,3,4]. Upon regulatory authorization, an
investigational new drug is tested in additional sequential stages of
HCTs to validate and establish drug efficacy and safety in preparation
for a new drug or biologics license application [3]. At the preclinical
stage, researchers use in vitro cell culturemodels primarily for the initial
characterization of a drug candidate's activity and specificity [1,4] and
Human Clinical Trials
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Progression through human clinical trials and establishment of 
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further safety evaluation (Phase II), and large scale evaluation 
and comparison to standard of care (Phase III).
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nt drug development pipeline is comprised of the preclinical and clinical stages. At the
e to identify and validate drug candidates for human clinical trials (HCTs). The lack of
ug candidates that emerge from preclinical studies succeeding in a new drug or biologics
and engineering, such as new 3D culture strategies, generation of and access to disease-
s in vitro, and methods for improving in vivo models of human tissues, offer numerous
e advancements can particularly augment the validation stage of preclinical studies after
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rely on in vivonon-human animalmodels to confirm the efficacy and es-
tablish a therapeutic index, or the range between the median effective
and toxic doses, in preparation for HCTs (Fig. 1) [2,4]. While in vitro
and non-human in vivo preclinical models have long been an integral
component in the history of drug development [4], they frequently fail
to accurately predict a drug candidate's performance in subsequent
HCTs in terms of efficacy, specificity, toxicity, or a combination of all
the above (Fig. 1) [5]. Currently, the drug development enterprise is fac-
ing increasing challenges in the successful production of new therapeu-
tics [6]. These challenges are due, in part, to the increasing costs
associated with these drug candidates that passed preclinical studies
but failed in subsequent HCTs [6,7]. As a result, there is a critical need
to make advancements in the models available for preclinical studies.

1.1. Specific rationale for new preclinical models

Approximately 75% of drugs that emerge from preclinical studies go
on to fail in phase II or phase III HCTs due to lack of efficacy or safety
(Fig. 1) [5,8]. The reliance on non-human animal models in preclinical
studies is a significant contributor to this failure. There are fundamental
biological differences between small animals, such as mice, and
humans, and this frequently causes a failure to predict a potential drug's
efficacy and toxicity [7,9]. Example differences between humans and
small animals that impact drug development include the structure,
size, and regenerative capacity of organs and tissues, as well as physio-
logical differences in metabolism, immunology, and drug transport
[7,10]. Large animal models, such as pigs, dogs, and non-human
primates, can improve the predictive value of preclinical models by
introducing anatomies and physiologies that are more similar to
humans [11–13]. However, large animal models introduce a significant
burden of cost, time, and increased ethical considerations. Furthermore,
even with the improved predictive power of large animals, molecular,
genetic, cellular, anatomical, and physiological differences persist [7,9].
As a result, there is a significant demand for preclinical models based
on human tissues.

In vitro, cell-based assays are critical tools in drug development, as
they offer simple-to-assemble experimental platforms with clear and
precise outputs and easy incorporation of human cells and tissues
[14,15]. Also, they are less costly and faster to perform than in vivo stud-
ies [16,17]. Currently, researchers regularly utilize two-dimensional
(2D) in vitro cultures of established human cell lines in high-
throughput screens (HTS) of large drug libraries for potential efficacy
in treatingmonogenic and cell-autonomous diseases [4,18]. Monogenic
forms of muscular dystrophy [19], spinal muscular atrophy [20], and
hereditable forms of neurodegenerative disorders [21] are representa-
tive diseases where 2D HTS drug discovery efforts are common. These
screens are also useful for human cancers that result from well-
characterized and common genetic mutations [22,23]. However, these
in vitro assays are overly simplistic and often lack much relevance to
in vivo human biology [24]. Indeed, fewer than 1 in 10 drug leads
emerging from in vitro preclinical studies results in a successful clinical
trial (Fig. 1) [25]. As a result, there is a significant demand for a newgen-
eration of preclinicalmodels that bridge the gap between the in vivo rel-
evance of non-human preclinical animal models and in vitro models
comprised of human tissues.

1.2. Scope of this review

Recent biological and engineering advances have greatly expanded
the tools available to researchers for designing new and improved
models of human tissues for preclinical studies. These advances include
improvements in the in vitro isolation, derivation, culture, characteriza-
tion, and ultimately utilization of primary- and stem cell-derived
human cells, as well as the development of new biomaterials,
microfabrication techniques, and tissue engineering approaches to cre-
ate vascularized three-dimensional (3D) in vitro tissues. By combining
118
these biological and engineering advances, researchers are now better
able to create new preclinical models that recapitulate the structural or-
ganization and integrated dynamics of human tissues and organ sys-
tems in vitro. In addition, advances in biological and genetic tools,
combined with increased access to disease-relevant cell types, can im-
prove in vivo preclinical models. The proposition for integrating these
new models into preclinical studies is that bridging the gap between
HTS discovery and in vitro/in vivo validation will improve the predictive
value of preclinical studies as well as provide relevant insight into dis-
ease mechanisms. Additionally, the development of new preclinical
models can potentially provide entirely new platforms for drug discov-
ery, validation, and the study of human diseases for which there are no
current suitablemodels. However, the advances described here are best
considered as an augmentation rather than a replacement for existing
preclinical models. In this review, we will discuss the current values,
limitations, and missed opportunities in drug development incurred
by current preclinical models as well as select research areas where
improvements might afford much-needed advances in drug develop-
ment. Following this, we will discuss the design considerations for
implementing new biological and engineering tools into novel preclini-
cal models, and then highlight recent strategies to create in vitro and
in vivo tissues that better reflect the structures and physiology of
human tissues and organ systems. Taken together, we aim to review
and discuss how new preclinical models comprised of more sophisti-
cated in vitro and in vivo representations of human tissues and tissue
systems can be developed to augment existing preclinical studies and
advance drug development.

2. Current preclinical models: uses, limitations, and missed
opportunities

Traditionally, preclinical models have prioritized simple, high-
throughput, parallelizable in vitro assays and small animal in vivo
models. Choosing these approaches over complex models is due to the
need to screen millions of potential compounds and the lack of ability
to feasibly recreate sophisticated features of human tissues in vitro at
sufficient scale [24]. As a result, findings from these models are often
of limited relevance to human biology and thus expected human
in vivo outcomes [10,26–29]. Compounding the limitations of
oversimplicity are abnormal genetic, epigenetic, and cellular pheno-
types of the human cell lines frequently used in in vitromodels [30]. Fur-
thermore, there is a need for advances in in vitro or in vivo models for
non-cell-autonomous processes, such as failed regeneration after injury,
sporadic neurodegenerative disorders, and spontaneous conversions
from benign to metastatic phenotypes of cancers [31].

2.1. Value and limitations of current preclinical models

The ability of a drug to produce the intended therapeutic effect in
the absence of adverse events is heavily dependent on drug pharma-
cokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD) [4]. As a result, drug
metabolism and pharmacokinetics (DMPK) studies are an integral
component of preclinical studies [18]. Following computational pre-
diction of physicochemical properties, DMPK studies use HTS to
assist lead drug identification through validation and optimization
[18,32,33]. This process increases the predictive capacity of in vitro
preclinical studies to identify lead drugs with desirable PK properties
[33,34]. Additionally, these studies test drug metabolism parameters
in the effort to detect potential adverse events, such as drug-drug
interactions [18]. After these studies, researchers test promising
leads for their absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
(ADME) properties in both in vitro and in vivo preclinical models
[34]. Understanding ADME is critical for the next stage of using a
pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PKPD) relationship to establish
a dosing regimen in animal studies. Overall, lead selection based on
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desirable drug properties in DMPK and ADME studies has improved the
success of predicting drug safety in later HCTs [18].

Despite the ability of DMPK and ADME to improve the predictive
value of preclinical studies, lack of efficacy and the emergence of previ-
ously undetected toxicity represents a large fraction of failed HCTs
(50% and 25%, respectively) [5,8]. This high failure rate illustrates that
the predictive value of human outcomes in drug performance is still a
major limitation of currentmodels used for preclinical studies [35]. Fail-
ure to adequately predict drug efficacy in preclinical studies is due to a
combination of the use of simplistic 2D in vitro models for drug lead
identification and subsequent validation in non-human animal models
[36]. To overcome this limitation, new preclinical in vitro and in vivo
models comprised of human tissues that better represent human biol-
ogy are needed. Improved preclinical models comprised of human tis-
sues may also aid identification of otherwise undetected, untoward
effects and prevent the pursuit of drug leads that ultimately will fail
for toxicity [37], as animal models are only of limited value for
predicting efficacy or the likelihood of adverse events in humans [38].
This limitation is particularly true for metabolic, blood and lymphatic,
and renal disorders [38].

2.2. Understanding of disease mechanisms and drug discovery

A poor understanding of underlying disease mechanisms can also
contribute to drug candidate failure [39,40]. For example, gaps in
knowledge of which cells within a tissue are the initiator of a disease,
the cellular and tissue progression of the disease, andwhether a disease
is cell-autonomous or non-autonomous could all result in the develop-
ment and use of preclinical models that poorly recapitulate the true na-
ture of a humandisease. Specifically, these gaps in knowledge of disease
etiologymay increase the likelihood of preclinical models selecting lead
drugs that are unlikely to provide a meaningful therapeutic benefit. For
example, an in vitromodel that focuses on a singular and specific target
of a disease, absent any other characteristics of the tissue or disease,
may ultimately be prioritizing lead drug identification for a short-lived
or non-druggable target in vivo. The outcome of such a preclinical
model would be lead candidate drugs that are ineffective in vivo, despite
showing efficacy and specificity in vitro. As a result, limited understand-
ing of disease mechanisms inherently contributes to preclinical models'
poor predictive value for drug efficacy.

There are also missed opportunities in drug development incurred
by simplistic in vitro or inappropriate in vivo animal models. As a
straightforward example of this, some drugs within given dosing regi-
mens are found to be ineffective or toxic in animal models but would
be effective and safe in humans. Aspirin is illustrative of this, as it is
toxic in several animal models at doses well-tolerated and effective in
humans [41,42]. Additionally, simplistic preclinical models that insuffi-
ciently capture human disease mechanisms can hinder more complex
forms of drug discovery. For example, the discovery of new tumor anti-
gens, aswell as inhibitors of tumormetastases, are both of significant in-
terest in drug development for cancer immunotherapies [43,44]. In
addition, combinations of both strategies may be particularly effective
in new cancer treatments [43,45]. Unfortunately, modeling cancer me-
tastasis in animal models either requires the use of animal tumors or
human tumor xenografts in immunocompromised animals, reducing
the ability to examine combination therapy approaches [46]. A new
in vitro model that can recreate a human neoplasm within a complete
tumor microenvironment containing human immune cells would
allow screening for such combination therapies.

3. Specific preclinical model limitations in different research areas

Having described the general value, limitations, and missed oppor-
tunities with current preclinical models, here we will discuss specific,
representative research areas where new models of human tissues
may offer a benefit for advancing drug development. Within these
119
distinct areas, we will discuss current preclinical model features and
key opportunities that new preclinical models of human tissues might
afford. Both in vitro and in vivomodels may be relevant in these distinct
research areas, with varying relevance. These examples are not meant
to be exhaustive, but to provide a sense of the range of potential
approaches.

3.1. Modeling of human cancers

The value of preclinical cancer models depends on the ability to rec-
reate an accurate representation of a humanmalignancy. Key aspects of
this representation include the genetic basis for themalignancy, the ca-
pacity and propensity for metastases, and increasingly the interactions
of the malignancy with the immune system [47–49]. Additionally, the
model should ideally be anatomically and physiologically similar to
the human neoplasm and progress through in vivo-like stages of devel-
opment [48,49]. In vitro, immortalized cell lines with specific genetic
perturbations facilitate HTS systems for the identification of drug leads
that modulate cell-autonomous neoplasm outcomes, such as dysregu-
lated proliferation and response to pathway inhibition (Fig. 2A) [50].
Genetically engineered mouse (GEM) models are an emerging and
promising example of in vivo preclinical models for cancer [51]. In
GEMs, targeted key genetic perturbations result in a reproduciblemalig-
nancy in an immunocompetent animal. The enhanced feasibility for cre-
ating these genetic perturbations with new technologies such as
CRISPR/Cas9 is significantly increasing the variety and availability of
GEMs [52].

Despite the advantages of current all-murine preclinical cancer
models, the lack of a human biology component ultimately means that
these models provide information that is more relevant to mouse biol-
ogy. To add the human biology component inmouse studies, preclinical
cancer models traditionally include human tissue xenografts [46]. In
this approach, transplantation of human tumor cells into an immuno-
compromised mouse allows researchers to study the formation, pro-
gression, and potential tumor metastases, as well as test the efficacy of
potential drug candidates to inhibit any of these stages (Fig. 2A) [53].
Additionally, xenograft approaches allow for the capture of genetic
and epigenetic complexity of human malignancies [54,55]. However,
the recent appreciation for the role of the immune system in the devel-
opment of human cancers and as a potential target for therapeutics is
bringing increased attention to the limitations of using immunocom-
promised mice [54,55]. Refining existing 3D culture models and im-
proving the representation of human tissues in in vivo models can
improve the predictive capacity of cancer therapeutic efficacy in pre-
clinical studies.

3.2. Obesity and metabolic diseases

Rising obesity is a significant challenge in global health, as the
resulting metabolic dysfunction leads to numerous comorbidities,
such as type-2 diabetes, dyslipidemia, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease,
hypertension, stroke, coronary artery disease, and several gastrointesti-
nal cancers [56,57]. Type-2 diabetes and the associated comorbidities
alone are the 7th leading cause of mortality in the United States and
contribute to $113 billion in medical costs annually [58]. Central to the
pathological state of obesity (Fig. 2B), a positive energy balance fromex-
cess nutrients results in a shift fromadipogenesis to adipocyte hypertro-
phy to accommodate increased lipid storage [59]. This persistent
hypertrophic state coincides with tissue inflammation, loss of adipocyte
insulin sensitivity, and adipocyte endocrine dysfunction via currently
unknown mechanisms [59]. This dysfunctional adipose tissue results
in changes in adipokine and free fatty acid secretions that are thought
to lead to insulin resistance in distal tissues, such as skeletal muscle
and liver, as well as impairment of β-cell function [60].

Current models for studying obesity and its comorbidities include
diet- and genetically-induced obesity and insulin resistance in mice
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[61]. While these models provide a reproducible system with complete
physiology to study metabolism in the context of obesity- and type 2
diabetes-like phenotypes, non-human mammals, including rodents,
fail to recapitulate several dynamics of human physiology and metabo-
lism [61–63]. In a specific example of thedisparity between humans and
mice, omental and mesenteric adipose tissue depots are the largest vis-
ceral fat deposits in the human body, while in contrast, these are rela-
tively small tissues in mice compared to epididymal fat depots [64]. As
a consequence, epididymal fat pads are themost frequently studied tis-
sue in mice but are only visceral-like in comparison to omental or mes-
enteric fat. This is particularly concerning, as obesity-related metabolic
disorders in humans are most highly correlated with hypertrophic vis-
ceral adipose tissue [65,66]. Given the disparity in adipose tissue distri-
bution and metabolism across species and the central role of adipose
tissue dysregulation and pathological obesity in humans, it is critical
to develop models that allow us to study human adipocyte behavior in
physiologically relevant environments.

3.3. Vaccine development

There is a need for improving the vaccine development pipeline [67],
particularly in light of the COVID-19 pandemic [68]. Unfortunately, lack
of suitable in vitromodels combinedwith the substantial differences be-
tween human and mouse immunology hinders this endeavor [10,67].
These limitations necessitate the use of non-human primate models to
develop vaccines with the potential to establish humoral immunity
[69]. However, challenges with pathogen tropism and species differ-
ences in receptors that regulate immune response persist even in
large animals, creating a very lengthy vaccine development pipeline
with high failure rates [67]. Generally, vaccine performance is depen-
dent on the ability to elicit a specific immune response that is distinct
from tolerance [70,71]. Antigen selection is key to promote a specific
immune response, while themagnitude and robustness of the initial re-
sponse is impacted by adjuvants, with both being key to durable pro-
phylaxis [72,73]. This is true both of the vaccines against infectious
agents and emerging cancer vaccines [70,71].

There are also unique safety concerns in vaccine development, as
certain vaccines established as effective in non-human animal models
have resulted in worsening the outcomes of vaccinated patients that
were later exposed to the pathogen [74,75]. For example, children vac-
cinated with an inactivated respiratory syntactical virus, shown to be
safe and efficacious in rodents and non-human primates, later suffered
from enhanced respiratory syntactical virus disease when exposed to
the actual virus [74,75]. Recent findings suggest that in vitro co-culture
models of human immune cells can be potentially predictive of vaccine
safety for respiratory syntactical virus vaccine candidates [76]. How-
ever, simple co-cultures donot recapitulate the spatio-temporal cascade
of cellular and molecular events in antigen processing. Vaccine compo-
nent interactions within antigen processing events where resident
antigen-presenting cells, particularly dendritic cells, take up and pres-
ent antigens to naïve T cells within nearby lymph nodes (Fig. 2C) can
impact both vaccine efficacy and safety [73]. The limitations of current
Fig. 2. Representative research areas where new models of human tissues may offer a benefit
representation of cancer. Key model features should include cell-autonomous events such
autonomous events such as tumor site initiation and metastasis. Human cancer-immune sys
preclinical cancer models. (b) Obesity and metabolic diseases are the product of prolonged en
of genetically- and diet-induced systems in small animals. However, the species differences in
substantial limitations in the current models. The use of metabolically relevant human cells
efforts for these diseases. (c) Establishing humoral immunity involves a complex cascade of
lymph nodes, and antigen presentation. Current models recreate this process primarily in s
disease vaccine development. Immunology differences between humans and animal models
surface marker expression, significantly hinder vaccine development. Models capable of recrea
development and degenerative diseases are particularly difficult to model for drug developme
nature of many degenerative diseases such as sporadic Alzheimer's Disease. Challenges in m
processes and recreating the environmental conditions that drive these disorders in disease-
that allow for the recreation of developing tissues can help to overcome these challenges.
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models for recreating the complexities of this cascade with human
cells, combined with increased applications beyond infectious diseases,
such as cancer vaccines, motivate the creation of new models for vac-
cine development.

3.4. Human development and degenerative diseases

As of 2016, developmental disorders affect 6.99% of all live births in
the United States, representing an increasing historical trend [77]. Be-
yond the often devastating human impact, birth defects cost the US
healthcare system$22.9 billion annually as of 2013 [78]. Globally, six se-
lect developmental disorders affected 52.9 million births in 2016 [79].
While there are many potential causes of developmental disorders,
the identification of teratogenic effects of pharmacological compounds
is an important component of birth defect prevention [80]. Drugs with
unknown human fetal effects are classified as Class B and C compounds
by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [81]. As of 2006, 78% of
pregnant womenwere exposed to a Class B or C compound during ges-
tation [82]. Thalidomide, an anti-nausea medication originally pre-
scribed to pregnant women for morning sickness, is a classic case
study of the potential harm of drugs with unknown fetal interactions.
Thalidomidewas recalled after this compoundwas established to result
in limb deformations in the offspring of exposed mothers [83]. How-
ever, this recall occurred after four years of epidemiological analysis
and an estimated negative effect on 10,000 embryos [83]. In addition
to pharmacologic compounds, pregnant women are also regularly ex-
posed to potentially teratogenic industrial and agricultural substances,
most of which have no toxicological assessment on human develop-
ment [80,84]. As an example, only 6.7% of chemical additives permitted
in food have human reproductive toxicology data in the FDA database
[84]. The ethical limits concerning randomized clinical trials on preg-
nant women and a lack of suitable models of human development
make detecting developmental and reproductive toxic effects of drug
and drug-related compounds a difficult challenge to address.

In addition to a need for improved models for fetal drug toxicology,
there is a need for systems that model human developmental disorders
for therapeutic drug development. The specific utility of such models is
that they would allow the study of the underlying genetic, environmen-
tal, or combinedmechanisms for pathology as an efficacy screening plat-
form for compounds or methods of correction for disorders of
developing human tissues. Prenatal nutraceuticals represent one exam-
ple of such opportunities in drug development. As an illustrative exam-
ple, neural tube closure defects (NTDs) affect approximately 300,000
live births globally and result in 88,000 deaths each year [85,86]. Fortu-
nately, folic acid fortification of our food supply has transformed the
rate of NTDs, and this current number, while still large, is at a historical
low [85,86]. However, it took decades of observational human popula-
tion studies to support and propose a clinical trial to confirm the thera-
peutic benefit of folic acid supplementation [87], and there are likely
many more nutrient or environmental factors that influence NTDs and
other developmental disorders. Overall, there is a need for new preclin-
ical models that capture the underlying biological processes of human
for advancing drug development: current models and limitations. (a) Breast cancer as a
as the genetic gain or loss of function that disrupts the cell cycle, as well as non-cell-
tem interactions are additional desirable features not readily available in many current
ergy excess and result in an expansion of inflamed adipose tissue. Current models consist
immunology, metabolism, eating behaviors, and interactions between these systems are
and allowing for adipocyte-immune cell interactions can aid in the drug development
antigen-presenting cell activation, antigen uptake and processing, cellular trafficking to
mall and large animal models, with a very high reliance on large animals in infectious
with respect to this cascade, as well as restrictive tropisms of pathogens and neoplasm
ting humoral immunity establishment with human cells are highly desirable. (d) Human
nt due to lack of access to disease-relevant cell types as well as the non-cell-autonomous
odeling developmental and degenerative diseases include species differences in these

relevant human cells. Models utilizing disease-relevant human cells and culture systems
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development [88]. In addition to the screening for teratogenic effects of
pharmacologic compounds, advancements inmodels of humandevelop-
ment are needed that can provide a discovery platform for identifying
potential drugs or drug-like compounds that can potentially mitigate
developmental disorders. The drug development opportunity of
suchmodels is that increasing confidence in extrapolating in vitro toxico-
logical and therapeutic preclinical testing to clinical outcomes can poten-
tially reduce the costly burden of teratogenic effects and developmental
disorders [89].

In addition to disorders affecting the development of human tissues,
human tissue degeneration, often associated with advanced age, can
benefit from improvements in preclinical models [90]. This is particu-
larly true for neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's, Multiple
Sclerosis, and Parkinson's Disease. Alzheimer's Disease alone affects 50
million people worldwide and results in $800 billion in annual
healthcare costs [91]. Current challenges with modeling human tissue
degeneration include accessing disease-relevant cell types, the ability
to introduce both genetic and environmental perturbations that lead
to tissue degeneration, and modeling of sporadic forms of degenerative
diseases. For neurodegenerative diseases, additional unique drug trans-
port issues arise from the blood-brain barrier (BBB) [92,93]. Degenera-
tive diseases are often highly complex and non-cell-autonomous
(Fig. 2D), additional elements that result in a decrease in the likelihood
that simple single-cell 2D assays will be able to recapitulate the disease
phenotypes in a meaningful way for drug development. The non-cell-
autonomous nature also increases the likelihood that animal models
will be poor representations of the disease, as the pathologic degenera-
tion is dependent on the failure of multiple cell types all in a manner
that is similar to human biology. For example, mouse models of
Alzheimer's Disease readily form amyloid plaques, a hypothesized com-
bined failure of brain endothelium and microglia [94,95], but fail to
progress to the neuronal tauopathies observed in human patients [96].
Putative new models for degenerative diseases require access to
disease-relevant human cell types and the ability to study them in the
complex multicellular environments in which these diseases occur.

4. Design considerations for new in vitro preclinical models

Recently, advances in biology and engineering are affording new
tools that provide increasingly accurate recreations of human tissues
in vitro and in vivo. As these advances emerge, there are several design
considerations that are important to acknowledge, so that researchers'
implementation of these tools can best increase the relevance of new
preclinical models to human biology and physiology. These consider-
ations include the source of the biological materials, implementation
of 3D culture models, degree of in vivo complexity captured, the intro-
duction of dynamics and transport phenomena that influence drug
PKPD, and balancing complexity with throughput and feasibility.

4.1. Considering the starting cellular material

The source of human cellular material is an early and critical design
consideration for a preclinical model. Broadly, the potential sources
available are immortalized human cell lines, primary human cells, or
an increasingly common option over the past decade, adult or human
pluripotent stem cell (hPSC)-derived cells [97,98]. This early consider-
ation is important, as the cell source often predetermines which ques-
tions concerning drug efficacy or toxicity researchers can ask with a
given model. As an example, in determining the efficacy of a drug
targeting a specific cell-autonomous disease, the source cell material
must either contain or be amenable to the introduction of the required
genetic aberration. For drug toxicity, the sourced cells must have and
maintain a phenotype that is relevant to the potentially sensitive tis-
sues. In essence, the key biological phenomena under investigation for
a particular step in drug development should inform the choice of
source for the cellular material.
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Immortalized cells have genetically disrupted key cell-cycle check-
point pathways and therefore permit cells to divide in culture longer
than primary cells [99]. These cells are extensively used in drug devel-
opment as they are relatively easy to culture and can divide indefinitely
in vitro, providing a reliable and consistent cell source [97,99]. Also,
these cells are often relatively easy to genetically manipulate, and
there is a robust body of data with which to compare new studies
[16,100]. However, there are several inherent limitations associated
with these cells. For example, there are well-documented changes in
cellular phenotype and epigenetics that come with immortalization
[30,99], and long-term culture of these immortalized cell lines results
in frequent and extensive karyotypic abnormalities [101]. Additionally,
cell lines immortalized from a single source intrinsically introduce ge-
netic homogeneity, a potential problem given that variance across pop-
ulations is one factor missing from many current preclinical models
[102,103]. Lastly, the contamination of one immortalized cell line with
cells from other sources is a significant concern [104].

In contrast to immortalized cells, primary cells are those taken di-
rectly from human patients or fetal tissues that are not immortalized
by transgenic manipulation or prolonged culture (Fig. 3A) [105]. Pri-
mary human cell types with potential use for preclinical studies include
hepatocytes [106], primary endothelial cells [107], adipocytes [108],
and various cells of the immune system [109,110]. A major advantage
of using these cells for preclinical models, relative to immortalized
lines, is their biological relevance concerning healthy and diseased phe-
notypes [105]. Challenges associated with the use of primary cells in-
clude lack of standardization of sourced cellular material due to
patient-to-patient variability, limited availability of many specific cell
types, and cost [98]. Further compounding these limitations, primary
cells often have limited proliferative capacity and quickly lose their ma-
ture phenotype or expression of key receptors in in vitro culture
[111,112]. These combined limitations make scaling of a single, stan-
dardized cell source for industry particularly challenging.

As an alternative, adult stem cells and pluripotent stem cells can af-
ford the convenience of a highly expandable and standardized cell
source without the need for viral immortalization. Researchers can
readily derive adult stem cells from several human tissues [113–115]
and pluripotent embryonic stem cells (hESC) from the inner cell mass
of a fertilized blastocyst [116]. Additionally, overexpression of transcrip-
tion factors Oct4, Klf4, Sox-2, c-Myc, NANOG, and Lin28 in adult somatic
cells can provide induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC) [117–119]. This
cellular reprogramming approach can afford a combination of isogenic
hPSC- and primary cell-derived tissues [98]. With their ability to gener-
ate a nearly inexhaustible source of human cells and tissues, both adult
and pluripotent stem cells have dramatically enhanced the range of cell
types available to researchers to develop preclinical models for drug de-
velopment (Fig. 2) [98]. However, a significant limitation is that current
approaches for deriving specific cells and tissue from stem cells often re-
sult in tissues of an immature or fetal-like phenotype, which are of po-
tentially limited value for preclinical studies of diseases that affect
adults [120,121].

4.2. Complexities introduced by three-dimensionality of culture models

Native tissues are complex 3D environments with a hierarchical
structural organization [122–124]. In vivo, the spatial arrangement of
cells within tissues and the interactions of different groupings of cells
within organized patterns of extracellular matrix (ECM) all communi-
cate together in 3D to orchestrate the normal function of a tissue
[125]. The lack of this organization and communication in simple 2D
in vitro cultures likely contributes to the poor predictive value of
in vivo outcomes by current preclinical studies. In appreciation of this,
researchers have developed a wide variety of in vitro 3D culture strate-
gies and technologies to bettermimic the cell-cell and cell-ECM interac-
tions, gradients of oxygen and nutrients, and the mechanical signaling
parameters of in vivo tissues [1]. These recent advances have made 3D
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cultures more sophisticated, and their more common usage can im-
prove the in vitro representations of human tissues for preclinical stud-
ies [126,127]. However, numerous design considerations arise when
transitioning to 3D culture models.

3D culture strategies emerged early in the 20th century, so there are
now many strategies and tools used for the implementation of three-
dimensionality in cell culture [127]. Example strategies include
scaffold-free approaches, such as cell aggregation into spheroids [128],
scaffold approaches via encapsulation of cells in synthetic or natural
ECM hydrogels (Fig. 3B) [129], combinations of these two approaches,
and use of specializedmicro manufactured devices that allow for place-
ment of cells in precise 3D configurations. Given the range of tools, the
particular tissue or organ system under study should motivate which
approach researchers take for model design. Scaffold-free based sys-
tems may be appropriate where cell-cell or cell density interactions
are of most importance to disease outcomes [122,128], while scaffold-
based systems can model dynamics where mechanical cues and cell-
ECM interactions are the primary parameters of interest [130,131].
Furthermore, specialized transwell or micro manufactured devices
may be required for studies where barrier properties, drug transport,
and drug partitioning are the most relevant factors [132].

In addition to choosing the appropriate 3D model, three-
dimensionality introduces new variables that researchers should
consider. These variables include porosity and cell density of the 3D
construct, adhesion ligand identity and density, degradation, and
remodeling capacity of the 3D microenvironment [130,133]. Often
these parameters can fundamentally regulate how cells respond to
signals in 3D. Furthermore, researchers should consider that principles
established in 2D cultures may not directly translate to 3D. To illustrate
this, it has been demonstrated that mechanical cues from a culture
substrate can regulate cell phenotype and fate in 2D [134], and studies
in 3D cultures later contextualized these substrate mechanical cues
[135,136]. For example, the ability for a cell to deform the surrounding
ECM in 3D culture was found to regulate the dependency of cell fate
on substrate stiffness [136]. Lastly, three-dimensionality and the
method for introducing it can intrinsically influence cell phenotypes.
For example, intrinsic factors such as the rate of aggregation and centri-
fugation have been found to influence gene expression and bias cell fate
decisions made by hPSC aggregates [137].

The source of biological materials can return as a consideration in
the transition to many 3D models. For scaffold-based strategies, mate-
rials choices include natural, synthetic, or hybrid sources [133]. Natural
ECM scaffolds offer the advantage of innate biological compatibility
without the need for significant modification [138]. However, they are
less tailorable for specific properties than their synthetic counterparts,
often have a high degree of batch-to-batch variation due to their biolog-
ical origin, and can contain poorly defined sets of biological molecules
that can introduce latent variability into experimentation [138,139]. In
contrast to natural ECMs, synthetic ECMs usually require chemical
functionalization for biological compatibility, increasing complexity
and potentially cost. However, synthetic ECMs also afford researchers
precise tunability of important ECM properties, such as ECM stiffness,
porosity, cell-adhesion ligand identity and density, as well as degrad-
ability and how thematerial responds to cells over time [140]. Synthetic
ECMs comprised of hydrophilic polyol polymers that confer a bioinert
backbone combined with chemical moieties for specific modification
are frequently utilized [141]. The choice of ECM origin and composition
Fig. 3. Design considerations for developing in vitro preclinical models. (a) More biologically r
patients or via differentiation from embryonic or induced pluripotent stem cells (ESC/
(b) Transitioning from 2D to 3D culture can increase the biological relevance of in vitro model
which can be scaffold or scaffold-free. (c) 3D in vitro models introduce complexities related to
carbon dioxide, metabolites, and waste products out of the tissues. The introduction of flow ca
more biologically relevant for drug development models. (d) In vitro morphogenesis can bett
strategies to assemble cells into 3D tissues should be permissive to and, if possible, promote th
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will influence how microenvironmental parameters influence a 3D
in vitro preclinical model.

4.3. Tissue engineering and considering the degree of morphogenesis

Tissue engineeringhas emerged over the past 30 years as a discipline
focused on the creation of de novo biological structures that resemble
human tissues for a range of applications [142,143]. These applications
include the translation of engineered tissue for therapeutic purposes,
the study of the fundamental biology of tissue function and develop-
ment, and also a potential new platform for preclinical studies [142].
Utilizing tissue engineering to recreate tissue- and organ-level com-
plexity in vitro for preclinical studies begins with considering which
cells are needed to reconstitute a tissue, devising a strategy that is per-
missive for these cells to make connections and interact in ways remi-
niscent of the native tissue, and establishing clear and precise
definitions of their phenotypes [144]. Additional considerations in tis-
sue engineering approaches may include design or selection of special-
ized culture devices that help to spatially configure cells in 3D, whether
terminally differentiated functional cell types or progenitors are most
appropriate, and how to validate that the engineered tissue sufficiently
represents the native tissue.

Most human tissues are highly vascularized and possess essential
functional cells of the tissue or organ, as well as stromal support cells,
resident immune cells, and cells of the nervous system [145,146]. In-
creasingly, research underscores that all of these cells exist in constant
communication with each other to perform tissue functions [147,148].
Furthermore, in the course of the disease, tissue and organ dysfunction
often involves a complex cascade of disruption of this communication
[149]. Therefore, to improve preclinical models of human diseases for
drug development, it may often be necessary to provide the right co-
culture of cells to make the model more organ- or tissue-like (Fig. 3D).
There are a number of strategies and advances in culture devices rang-
ing from simple to complex to accomplish this goal, so the selection of
the right culture strategy is an additional consideration in creating a
tissue-engineered preclinical model. In addition, there are challenges
associated with long-term culture stability within these devices and
the ability to establish a shared medium between the different cell
types that require consideration [150]. Lastly, tissue engineering is
oftennot as simple asmerely placing these cells together in a 3D culture.
The chosen cells must be capable of and the culture devices permissive
to allowing for sufficient tissue morphogenesis to occur in order to ade-
quately represent the intended tissue architecture, physiology, and cel-
lular communication.

As tissuemorphogenesis is central to the tissue engineering process,
design considerations should include validation strategies for determin-
ing towhat extent the putative preclinical model sufficiently represents
an in vivo human tissue with respect to the intended tissue biology and
physiology. Relevant considerations for validation strategies aimed at
determining the degree of tissue morphogenesis include selecting ap-
propriate characterization and functional assays. For example, assayed
features for tissue vascularization might look for immunohistochemical
characterization of specific cadherins and tight junction proteins in
the correct locations or functional assays such as barrier permeability
or response to cytokines. Increasingly, cellular “omic” characterizations
such as single-cell RNA and epigenetic sequencingmethods are options
for assaying morphogenesis in in vitro cultures [151,152]. Data
elevant sources of primary human cells for drug development are available directly from
iPSC). Human cells have relevant utility in numerous facets of drug development.
s, but often decreases throughput. There are numerous strategies for creating 3D models,
transport, such as poor diffusion of oxygen and growth factors into the tissue, as well as
n aid in overcoming this complexity and create dynamic cultures with transport that are
er mimic the architecture of native tissues in models for drug development. Engineering
is morphogenesis to allow for mature tissue features to develop and emerge.
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dimensional reduction and comparison of the in vitro tissue to primary
cells or tissue samples can help determine the degree of morphogenesis
and maturation. However, there are caveats with this approach, as the
application of single-cell analysis of the transcriptome and epigenome
have illustrated that the act of merely isolating primary cells alters
their transcriptome substantially [153]. Additionally, the penultimate
validation requires that the tissue recreates the function of native tis-
sues that are required for the specific modeling application at hand.

4.4. Space-and time-variable properties of dynamic cultures

Tissues of the human body are not static. In vivo, cells and tissues ex-
perience and respond to dynamic mechanical and chemical signals that
vary over time and region of the tissues. The signals exist on the local
cellular and tissue level during tissue homeostasis, repair and regenera-
tion, and disease. Chemical cues that change over time and space in-
clude the gradients, production, consumption, and accumulation of
metabolites, nutrients, and growth factors and cytokines. However,
classic in vitro systems are static systems at steady-state and do not re-
capitulate the dynamics of these chemical cues in in vivo organs and tis-
sue systems. Examples of mechanical signals include the local forces
that result from cellular contraction andmigration within the tissue ex-
tracellular matrix (ECM) and shear forces introduced by the pulsatile
fluid flow through endothelial and interstitial spaces. At the tissue- or
organ-level, forces from expanding or growing tissues, as in the case
of development, injury and repair, and the growth of malignancies,
are highly dynamic over time and can serve as mechanical cues [154].
How cells and tissues respond to drug candidates in vivo can be widely
contextualized byhow these chemical andmechanical cues change over
time. Furthermore, changes in cell shape, force transmission, chemical
cue concentrations, and gradients in 3D are all potent regulators and di-
rectors of tissue morphogenesis [155]. As a result, how properties of
in vitro cultures are permitted or induced to change over time is an ad-
ditional consideration for designing preclinical models.

Drug uptake across transport barriers, the degree of tissue vascular-
ization and perfusion, the microscale organization and structure of tis-
sues, and organismal level interactions between different tissue
systems that influence drug metabolism all impact PKPD [156,157].
These drug interactions within human tissues and physiology that im-
pact DMPK are all inherently dynamic processes with respect to their
occurrence in space and time throughout the body. However, simplistic
in vitromodels often lack this dynamic nature, and non-human animal
models often do not faithfully recapitulate human physiology. To ad-
dress this, design strategies for in vitro preclinical models should ac-
count for fluid flow and transport across the appropriate endothelial
and epithelial barriers, as well as drug accumulation, uptake, metabo-
lism, and clearance in human tissues. In the event the intended target
is intracellular, the cellular uptake is another PK parameter to consider
[158,159]. For prodrugs, design considerations include the rate of drug
metabolism and metabolite distribution into different tissue systems,
and models that link together different human organ systems may be
required. Given the importance of drug PKPDproperties on drug perfor-
mance, and that a combination of PKPD properties may result in an un-
acceptably narrow therapeutic index [8], design strategies that include
PKPD-defining features of human biology and physiology in vitro will
likely increase a model's predictive value [4].

To further improve thebiological relevance of preclinicalmodels, de-
sign strategies often necessitate increasingly complex and larger in vitro
tissue cultures. With this development, important considerations
concerning the dynamic aspects and transport challenges of large 3D
cultures emerge. Of particular note, the dynamic oxygen and nutrient
demands of metabolic tissues are increasingly difficult to regulate in
large 3D culture settings [131]. The drug development enterprise often
employs engineering tools such as bioreactors and liquid handlers that
can allow for the introduction of dynamic culture features such as
fluid flow to address this issue (Fig. 3C) [160]. However, implementing
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these tools requires precise optimization of flow and oxygenation to
successfully avoid the buildup of toxic waste products and the forma-
tion of necrosis [161]. Additionally, whether it is necessary and how to
incorporate transport epithelial or endothelial barriers in large 3D cul-
tures is an issue that should be considered.When utilizingmodels com-
prising multiple large 3D cultures of different tissues, another design
consideration is how to connect these systems. Overall, increasingly
large, complex, 3D culture models that better represent the physiologi-
cal scales of human tissues may aid drug development [150,162–164].
However, improving the viability, introducing transport barriers, and
interconnecting different, large 3D in vitro tissue cultures may be re-
quired to develop these models.

4.5. Model feasibility and likelihood of adoption

In designing new preclinical models, their feasibility and ease of
adoption are also important. For example, the cell source needs to be
readily available, scalable, and standardizable. This is an important con-
sideration, as the evaluation of drug candidate performance in a preclin-
ical model is often determined by comparing the outcome of a singular
study to a robust, preexisting body of literature [100]. While the lack of
preexisting data in the literature is a challenge in the development of
new preclinical models, no such body can ever exist if the model is ulti-
mately notwidely adopted. Any inputmaterials and culture devices also
need to be standardized and readily available. For example, novel,
poorly standardized chemistries for synthetic ECMs or natural ECM
modifications, culture devices requiring complex assembly, or highly
customized machines can also contribute to the generation of models
that are unlikely to be widely adopted or utilized in drug development.
Lastly, contemporary drug development workflows employ a combina-
tion of model systems, not a singular “best” model. Engineered models
should consider how they can augment and complement existing
models used in the drug development process.

Inherently, preclinical animal models are lengthy, low throughput,
and often difficult to analyze, so this is an area where engineered
in vitro solutions already have an advantage. However, a caveat with in-
creasing the sophistication and biological relevance of in vitromodels is
that it frequently results in a decrease in ease-of-assembly and through-
put [165]. As a result, practical concerns such as model complexity,
availability, and reproducibility are important considerations to balance
with other design aspects, such as a model's predictive capacity. Thus,
an overall balance between the two must be considered to determine
which model features should be given the highest priorities. As an ex-
ample, if changes in endothelial barrier function are the critical param-
eter for disease, a transwell assay might be sufficient, but attempting to
develop a de novo in vitro vasculature might be required for studies par-
ticularly focused on angiogenic events. In general, complexity for the
sake of complexity is not inherently useful in designing new preclinical
models for drug development, and the preclinical application itself
should motivate the model design.

The ability to make accurate measurements and readily collect out-
puts contributes to the throughput of an assay applied to a given
in vitro model. Similar to inputs, the outputs typically decrease with
the increasing complexity of themodel. For example, in a cell aggregate
3D tumor model, significant variance results from forming cell aggre-
gates via different methods, leading to challenges in making simple
measurements such as cell viability in 3D [166]. Additionally, current
in vitro preclinical models increasingly utilize genetically engineered
cellular readouts, such as fluorescence or luminescence expression in
response to biological changes, to make assay measurements in a
high-throughput manner. However, while immortalized cells are rela-
tively easy to genetically manipulate, primary cells are often quite chal-
lenging to do so in a controlled and standardized manner. Devising
strategies to incorporate reporter systems in disease-relevant pheno-
types is another feasibility consideration in the design of preclinical
models.
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5. Biological advances: improving access to disease-relevant human
cells and difficult to model tissues

As discussed in 4.1, the selection of cell sources is a critical early de-
sign consideration for constructing an in vitro preclinical model. Recent
advances in biology that improve access to more disease-relevant
human cell types and tissues can greatly improve in vitro preclinical
models as well as enable the creation of new models for human disor-
ders that have been traditionally very difficult to recreate in vitro, such
as human development. In this section, wewill discuss recent strategies
to both derive and better utilize disease-relevant human cells and tis-
sues fromhPSC and primary sources. In addition,wewill discuss unique
hPSC properties that enable the creation of highly sophisticated in vitro
models of human organs and development.

5.1. Advances in producing disease-relevant cell types

Numerous advances in materials, engineering, and biology have re-
sulted in improved production and utilization of primary- and stem
cell-derived cells, substantially increasing researchers' access to
disease-relevant cell types for constructing preclinical models
(Fig. 3A). hPSCs, in particular, have afforded access to a virtually limit-
less supply of human cells and tissues that have not been available for
preclinical in vitro models for the majority of the history of drug devel-
opment. Illustrative recent advances relevant to research areas de-
scribed in Section 4 include successfully derived microglia-like cells
[167], type 1 diabetes hiPSC-derived β-cells [168], adipocytes [169], T
cells [170], and germ cells [171]. In addition, the derivation of these
cell types from hiPSC or primary progenitors can aid in understanding
patient- and disease-specific responses to drugs, unlike models con-
structed of cell lines. For example, the use of in vitro adipose tissues de-
rived from various patients' adipose stromal cells revealed genetic
variations that predict the variable patient response to the
thiazolidinedione PPARγ agonist, Rosiglitazone [172]. Additionally, re-
cent studies have demonstrated the capacity for more precise specifica-
tion of the phenotype of hPSC-derived cell types. For example,
optimizing the timing of retinoic acid exposure during hPSC differentia-
tion canproducemotor neuronswithHoxgene expression patterns spe-
cific to different regions of the spinal cord [173] as well as specify atrial
or ventral cardiomyocyte identity [174].

In addition to the improved availability of biologically relevant cell
types, there have been recent advances in strategies to improve their bi-
ological relevance concerning phenotypic maturity. Lack of maturity
and a fetal-like phenotype is a persistent challenge for the use of
hPSCs for disease modeling and therapeutics [120,121]. Several studies
have shown that the implantation of hPSC-derived models increased
their maturation [175–177]. However, ex vivo strategies that can in-
crease the phenotypic maturity of hPSC-derived cell types will both im-
prove the biological relevance of in vitro models and simplify
maturation approaches. Recent research has identified influential pa-
rameters and strategies that regulate and promote hPSC-derived cell
maturation. For example, cellular metabolism can regulate the pheno-
type of hPSC-derived cells, and glycolysis-to-oxidative phosphorylation
mitochondrial switching enhances the maturity of hPSC-derived endo-
thelial cells [178]. Similar metabolic switching via inhibition of
hypoxia-inducible factor 1-alpha and its downstream target lactate de-
hydrogenase A mediated maturation of hPSC-derived cardiomyocytes
[179], suggesting that cellularmetabolismmay be an important manip-
ulatable factor for regulating the biological relevance of hPSC-derived
cells for drug development.

The access to a standardizable and scalable source of primary human
cells with increased biological relevance can improve the predictive ca-
pacity of in vitromodels, relative to currentmodels comprised of current
cell lines. For example, the BBB is a unique endothelial barrier with tight
regulation that preventsmany candidate drug compounds for neurolog-
ical indications from reaching the central nervous system [180].
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Disorders of the central nervous system are particularly challenging
for developing therapeutics and result in a higher rate of failed drug can-
didates than found in other diseases [39]. In vitromodels of this DMPK-
influencing physiological barrier have improved with recent advances
that provide access to more relevant biological materials; however,
primary human sources of relevant endothelial cells are limited and
difficult to standardize [181]. In contrast, the development of BBB-like
endothelial cells from hPSCs can yield up to 100-fold higher degree
barrier properties, asmeasured by transendothelial electrical resistance,
relative to primary endothelial cells [182], commonly used in barrier
function assays. Derivation and addition of hPSC-derived pericytes
to cultures of hPSC-derived BBB ECs further enhanced their barrier
properties [183].

Beyond the derivation and maturation of newly available cell types
from hPSCs, engineering advances can improve the expansion and,
therefore, the utilization and standardization of primary cells. For exam-
ple, recent biomaterials advances offer new methods to expand
antigen-specific primary human T cells [184]. Ex vivo expansion of
antigen-specific primary T cells is a challenge to advancing T cell-
based therapeutics, as this requires activation of the T cell receptor,
and antigen-specific T cells require the appropriate presentation of an-
tigens [184]. The leading commercial approaches [185] use antibodies
conjugated to plastic beads that target the epsilon subunit of the T cell
receptor but do not provide specificity of the expanded T Cell
population. Recently, engineered antigen-presenting cell-mimicking
scaffolds that combine sustained release of proliferation cues, such
as Interleukin-2 with peptide-loaded recombinantmajor histocompati-
bility complex I and anti CD28 antibodies, have demonstrated the
capacity to stimulate and expand antigen-specific cytotoxic T cells
[184,186–188].
5.2. Modeling human development in vitro

Fetal like hPSC-derived tissues may be particularly useful for model-
ing human development. In fact, they may hold a specific advantage
over the use of primary cells and may have particular relevance to
areas such as developmental toxicology. As an example, hPSCs-
derived neural tissues have demonstrated the capacity to form neural
rosettes, structures reminiscent of early neural tube patterning
[189,190]. Demonstrating the potential utility of this phenomenon, ro-
settes generated from congenital Spina Bifida patient-derived hiPSCs
correctly predicted folic acid as an NTD preventative factor [191].
Usingmesendoderm specification as an outputmetric from hPSC differ-
entiation allowed for the correct identification of the teratogenicity of
71 drug-like compounds with 92% accuracy [192]. Additionally, this ap-
proach was amenable to screening of environmental toxins and 300
pharmaceutical compounds [192] as well as correctly predicting thalid-
omide teratogenicity [193].

Additional strategies, such as array-based formats of hPSC-derived
rosettes [194], can afford enhanced throughput screening platforms
for identifying additional nutrients or potential toxins that mediate
developmental disorders such as NTDs. Similarly, enhanced throughput
tubulogenesis models can serve as platforms for detecting potential te-
ratogens that perturb fetal angiogenesis. For example, an array-based
tubulogenesis model on synthetic hydrogels, using both primary and
hPSC-derived endothelial cells, afforded accurate identificationof devel-
opmental toxins in a blinded screen [195]. Of note, both of thesemodels
exploit the self-directed tissue morphogenic capacity inherent to these
cells to form the neural tube-like structures or vascular networks,
illustrating the importance of the appropriate cell source selection.
Additionally, the clear, array-based outputs demonstrate how proper
consideration of model design feasibility, as discussed in Section 5.5,
can afford increased physiological relevance of a preclinical model
without the commensurate increase in model complexity hindering
throughput.



Fig. 4. Biology advances for improving in vitro preclinical models. (a) hPSCs possess properties that allow for mimicking developmental processes in vitro. Examples include the in vitro
formation of neural rosettes and endothelial tubules that are reminiscent of the embryonic neural tube and fetal angiogenesis, respectively. Moreover, these processes can be
developed into array-based formats that allow for toxin and nutrient screening for developmental disorders. (b) hPSCs can provide a highly efficient route for producing genetic
readouts into disease-relevant human cells for HTS assays. Gene editing is straightforward and efficient in hPSCs, and edited cells can be sorted, expanded, and characterized before
differentiating into the disease-relevant cells of interest. (c) hPSCs possess the capacity to undergo self-assembly and morphogenesis into complex human tissues called “organoids”
that are otherwise difficult to recreate. Cerebral organoids are such an example, as they self-organize into structures that resemble the neuronal spatial arrangement and layering of
the developing cortex. These self-contained tissues can also be used in screening for toxins and nutrient screening for developmental disorders as well as modeling non-cell-
autonomous degenerative conditions such as sporadic Alzheimer's Disease.
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In addition to modeling developmental events, the ease of
implementing genetic tools in hPSCs can facilitate drug screening in
disease-relevant human cells (Fig. 4B). As an example, after demon-
strating that genetic correction of deficits in KCC2 expression in
hiPSC-derived neurons from Rett Syndrome patients rescued normal
neuronal function [196], hPSCs-with a luciferase reporter in the en-
dogenous KCC2 locus were generated [197]. Using neurons derived
from this reporter hPSC line, an unbiased drug screen identified phar-
macological interventions that rescued neuronal activity and behav-
ioral deficits in a murine Rett Syndrome model without the need for
genetic correction [197]. In another example, normal hESC- and
hiPSC-derived neurons generated from SHANK3 Haploinsufficiency
Syndrome patients enabled identification of lithium and valproic
acid, two approved therapeutics for other indications, as potential
modulators of the autism disorder phenotype caused by the dose-
dependent loss of SHANK3 [198].
5.3. Self-driven tissuemorphogenesis for creating in vitro human organ-like
tissues

In addition to providing access to more disease-relevant cell types,
adult and pluripotent stem cells recently emerged as biological tools
to recreate complex human tissues in vitro. When placed in permissive
3D microenvironments, these stem cells undergo a process of self-
driven morphogenesis to form 3D microtissues called “organoids”
(Fig. 4C). In an early demonstration, Lgr5+ stem cells isolated from in-
testinal crypts self-organized into crypt-villus like structures in vitro
[115]. Later, hPSC-derived neural precursors showed the remarkable
self-directed morphogenesis capacity with the spontaneous in vitro for-
mation of the optic cup [199] and cerebral organoids containing multi-
ple layers of the cortex as well as mid- and hindbrain structures
[200,201]. A significant advantage of these organoids for drug develop-
ment applications is that they recreate organ-specific hierarchical struc-
tures resembling native human tissues, which have been otherwise
difficult to accomplish [202,203].

Since the seminal organoid discoveries, researchers have derived ad-
ditional patient- and hPSC-derived organoids fromother tissues, includ-
ing the intestines, liver [204], pancreas [205], and kidney [206]. As
organoids of these tissues form, either from adult stem cells [115,205]
or hPSCs [199,201], the processes by which they self-organize can
allow for the further study of human tissue development in vitro
[203]. For example, physically confining cerebral organoids revealed
that the forces from physical confinement at the membrane boundary
and individual cellular contractility interacted to determine the overall
organoid shape, folding, and cellular migration positioning at the
microtissue scale [207]. As the neuronal migration and cortical folding
mechanisms underpinning fetal cerebral gyration are relevant to disor-
ders such as viral infection-mediated microcephaly, organoids that rec-
reate these complex morphogenic events in vitro could serve as
potential platforms in drug development for areas like infectious
diseases.

In addition to the in vitro study of morphogenesis of native tissues,
organoids have afforded researchers insights into disease mechanisms
and provided models to improve cancer therapeutics. For example, a
long-term in vitro culture of patient-derived organoid models of non-
small cell lung carcinoma demonstrated similar molecular and histo-
pathological phenotypes to the patient-derived xenografts and the pri-
mary tumor [208]. The model helped to correctly identify that KRAS
mutant tumors would respond to MEK inhibition, which matched
established patient outcomes, as well as predict that a combination of
FGFR and MEK inhibition would be effective in treatment [208]. Self-
assembled tissues, such as kidney-derived organoids, also offer an op-
portunity to screen for cancer-treatment associated toxicity [206].
Tumor organoids may also afford a neoantigen discovery platform for
personalized immunotherapies [209].
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6. Engineering advances: assembling advanced in vitro preclinical
models for increased biological relevance

In the preceding section, we discussed biological advances that are
improving access to disease-relevant human cells and tissues. Here,
we will highlight recent engineering advances that enable improved
in vitromodeling of human tissues.

6.1. Advances in recreating the extracellular matrix

As discussed in 5.2, the choice of natural vs. synthetic ECM, aswell as
the chemical functionalization, crosslinking, and degradation strategy,
can influence how a 3D in vitro model can facilitate preclinical studies.
In the case of natural ECMs, chemical functionalization can allow for
the investigation of how different ECM components (Fig. 5A) contribute
to disease. For example, using methacrylated gelatin, hyaluronic acid,
and chondroitin sulfate, and systematically varying the composition of
the natural ECM glycosaminoglycan components helped to elucidate
the role of ECMmoieties in the deposition of oxidized lipoproteins dur-
ing the progression of calcific aortic valve disease [210]. In studying
breast cancer, varying the collagen concentration in a methacrylated
gelatin background scaffold demonstrated the impact of collagen fiber
thickness and density on tumormetastases [211]. These examples illus-
trate how natural ECM modification approaches can be useful for im-
proving the understanding of disease mechanisms and identifying
targetable biomolecules for drug development.

Relative to natural ECMs, synthetic ECMs allow for more precise
control of 3D and studying how cells respond to physical matrix
properties (Fig. 5B) [141]. For example, combining chemical and
ionic crosslinking of alginate hydrogels with both natural and syn-
thetic adhesion ligands demonstrated that both the stiffness and
composition of an ECM act in concert to induce malignancy of mam-
mary epithelium in vitro [212]. Combining polyethylene glycol and
alginate to create a hybrid synthetic ECM allowed for independently
varying the stress relaxation from the initial elastic modulus and
demonstrating how ECM deformations resulting from cellular forces
can induce changes in gene expression that promote cancer metasta-
ses [213]. Synthetic ECMs also offer strategies to recreate complex 3D
niches to study disease in vitro. For example, an alginate foam
that mimicked the 3D microporosity of the bone marrow microenvi-
ronment enhanced differentiation of myeloid precursors from a
leukemia cell line and improved prediction of chemotherapeutic
resistance, as compared to a 2D culture [214]. Overall, the
tailorability of these synthetic ECM approaches enables understand-
ing of the role that mechanobiology plays in disease progression,
offering insights into disease mechanisms and potential drug devel-
opment platforms.

Cellular-ECM interactions in 3D cultures can promote tissue mor-
phogenesis to form complex human tissues in vitro [215,216]. For ex-
ample, cellular traction and ECM density can influence vascular
morphogenesis and capillary stability in vitro [217], and the exposure
of hPSCs to proteolytically degradable ECM can promote epithelial-
to-mesenchymal transition gene activation and thus enhance meso-
derm specification [218]. While naturally-derived ECMs such as
Matrigel™ are common scaffolds used to promote morphogenesis,
synthetic ECMs can be employed to isolate ECM properties that pro-
mote and regulate in vitro morphogenesis [141]. By combining cus-
tomizable synthetic ECMs with techniques such as single-cell RNA
and ATAC sequencing, researchers may be able to isolate the mor-
phogenetic cues of 3D ECM further. This information may enable re-
searchers to utilize epigenetic and transcriptional reprogramming
tools [219,220] to manipulate 2D cultures into better reflecting 3D
cultures or in vivo tissues. This approach would potentially afford
the production of more biologically relevant cells in a format more
compatible with high-throughput and parallelizable 2D assays for
drug development.



Fig. 5. Engineering advances for improving in vitro preclinical models. (a) Natural ECMs can be utilized to create 3D scaffold-based tissue models. Example ECMs include structural and
basement membrane proteins. Additional ECM components such as glycosaminoglycans and proteoglycans can also be incorporated. Natural ECMs are innately bioactive and offer a
straightforward strategy to create biocompatible 3D culture systems. (b) Synthetic ECMs are alternatives to natural ECMS for 3D scaffold-based culture models. These synthetic ECMs
are often based on biologically inert hydrophilic polymers decorated with functionalizing peptides to allow for cell adhesion and cell-mediated degradation and remodeling. While
often requiring more complex synthesis and fabrication than their natural counterparts, synthetic ECM strategies allow for more fine control and tuning of ECM properties and
therefore facilitate understanding of the relationship of ECM properties to disease mechanisms. Additionally, the more chemically defined nature of synthetic ECMs can reduce
untoward effects from latent variables in natural ECMs, potentially improving reproducibility in drug development platforms. (c) Specialized culture devices and technologies such as
transwell (left), microfluidic (middle), and bioprinting (right) allow for increased control over cellular spatial arrangement in 3D cultures. Examples of possible arrangements include
3D stroma-epithelial cultures (left) and the blood-brain barrier (middle). (d) As 3D cultures introduce challenges with nutrient transport, strategies that incorporate microfluidics with
fluid flow and perfusion can increase transport to overcome these challenges. The introduction of vasculature can also improve transport and be utilized to introduce transport barrier
properties in tissues or to provide morphogenic cues that drive further tissue maturation.
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Table 1
Selected recent studies developing “organ-on-a-chip” models that are relevant to preclinical studies in drug development.

Human tissue chip models

Tissue Type of device Summary of drug development application Cell source Ref.

Cardiovascular Static two-channel microfluidic device perfused
with an actuator for cyclic mechanical stimulation

Platform development of mechanical heart stimulation for drug
dose studies for cardiotoxicity

hPSC-derived cardiomyocytes [274]

3D printed microfabricated tissues on electrically
coupled cantilevers

Platform development of electrically coupled heart stimulation
for drug dose studies for cardiotoxicity

hPSC-derived cardiomyocytes [275]

Endothelial tubule microfluidic device perfused
with a two-channel peristaltic pump

The study of endothelial transport barriers and angiogenesis in
response to stimulus

Primary and immortalized
endothelial cells

[276]

Hepatic Bioprinted cells encapsulated in a crosslinked
scaffold within a bioreactor

Screening drug compounds for hepatotoxic effects Immortalized hepatocytes [277]

Single-channel microfluidic device perfused with
a peristaltic pump

Platform development for enhancing 3D hepatocyte culture for
DMPK and toxicity studies

Primary hPSC-derived
hepatocytes

[278]

Self-contained perfused bioreactor with 3D
culture inserts

Platform development for utilizing primary 3D hepatocyte
cultures to screen for patient variability in DMPK

Primary hepatocytes [279]

Renal Two-channel microfluidic device perfused with a
syringe pump

Replicating secretory function of kidney glomerulus for in vitro
ADME and screening platform for nephrotoxicity

hPSC-derived podocytes [280]

Kidney proximal tubule microfluidic device
perfused with a two-channel peristaltic pump

Replicating the uptake and secretory functions of the kidney for
in vitro ADME

Primary proximal tubular
epithelial cells

[281]

Neural Two-channel passively pumped microfluidic
device incorporated into a well-plate

The study of receptor-mediated transport of antibodies across
the blood-brain barrier

Immortalized astrocytes, brain
microvascular cells, and
pericytes

[282]

Three-channel microfluidic device perfused with
a syringe pump with organoid channels

The study of prenatal nicotine exposure using brain organoids
as a model of fetal development

hPSC derived brain organoids [283]

Two-channel microfluidic device perfused with a
syringe pump with a static culture well

The study of metabolic coupling between endothelial cells and
neural cells of the neurovascular unit as well as modeling
drug-induced blood-brain barrier permeability

Primary astrocytes, brain
microvascular cells, pericytes,
fetal stem cell-derived neurons

[284]

Adipose and
endocrine

Two-channel microfluidic device perfused with a
syringe pump with a static culture channel

The study of lipid metabolism and adipocyte drug response for
obesity

Primary adipocytes [285]

Single-channel passively pumped microfluidic
device with capture wells for cell aggregates

The study of insulin kinetics in 3D pancreatic islets exposed to
flow for type 2 diabetes

Immortalized pancreatic cells [286]

Three-channel microfluidic device perfused with
a syringe pump with a central static culture
channel

The incorporation of flow and immune cells into 3D adipose
tissue cultures for modeling insulin sensitivity for type 2
diabetes

Combination of immortalized
and primary adipose and
immune cells

[237]

Cancer Two-channel microfluidic device perfused with a
peristaltic pump and vacuum channel with an
actuator for mechanical stimulation

In vitro modeling of non-cell-autonomous cancer events such as
microenvironmental and mechanical parameters regulating
tumor site initiation, growth, and metastasis

Primary lung alveolar epithelial
and microvascular cells as well
as a cancer cell line

[287]

Microfluidic device containing a spheroid
chamber and perfused with a peristaltic pump

The study of nano-particle transport accumulation with tumors
exposed to fluid flow

Cancer cell line [288]

Passively pumped and gradient generating
microfluidic device containing a spheroid
chamber

The study of drug efficacy response to chemotherapeutics for
glioblastoma

Cancer cell line [289]
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6.2. Technologies for assembling cells into 3D tissues

Assembly of 3D in vitro co-cultures into distinct configurations can
offer distinct advantages that facilitate drug development (Fig. 5C).
In vitro 3D models for vaccine development are illustrative of this
potential, particularly in the early stages of immunodominant antigen
identification, where the risk of candidate failure is highest [67]. This
early-stage failure in vaccine development often occurs, in part, due to
antigen selection in rodents and the differences between species in
the mechanisms of establishing protective immunity [67]. In addition,
improper immunodominant antigen selectionmay increase disease vir-
ulence of a pathogen, adding substantial safety concerns [67]. In vitro
models comprised of human cells arranged in a manner that is permis-
sive to initial infection, antigen-presenting cell activation, antigen
uptake, antigen presentation, and subsequent T cell and B cell activation
and maturation could provide a useful alternative. For example, an
in vitro 3D human cell culture system comprised of a stromal compart-
ment with an epithelial barrier allowed for modeling of monocyte
extravasation, and then dendritic cell activation, antigen uptake, and
presentation of antigens to activate T cells following viral infection
[221]. In addition, the model detected differences in how elderly and
young human patients' cells respond to an existing vaccine antigen,
which matched known patient outcomes [221].

Creating 3D tissues can facilitate more physiologically relevant
in vitro modeling of PK. In vitro PK modeling related to transport
barriers, such as gut and lung epithelium or endothelial membranes,
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has traditionally relied on 2D monolayers on semipermeable mem-
branes [132,222]. For example, oral bioavailability, a critical mode of ab-
sorption and drug PK for most therapeutics, is often predicted with a
static model using the Caco-2 rectal epithelial cell line as a monolayer
on transwell membrane to model drug gut uptake [223]. However, the
use of more biologically relevant cell types, co-cultures with supporting
cell types, and more realistic configurations than 2D monolayers on
semipermeable membranes can improve the representation of these
PK barriers in vitro. For example, a two-compartment transwell co-
culture of hPSC-derived neurons, astrocytes, and BBB endothelial cells
where the neurons and astrocytes were below the endothelial layer in-
creased the barrier function properties in thismodel over 5-fold asmea-
sured by transendothelial electrical resistance [224].

Specialized culture devices provide the spatial control and place-
ment of distinct cell populations into specific 3D configurations, increas-
ing the organizational complexity of in vitro tissues.Microfluidic devices
(Fig. 5C), often composed of molded, gas-permeable silicone polymers
or micromachined plastic, allow for the spatial arrangement of cells
and microtissues into perfusable arrangements at the micron scale of
precision [225–230]. These devices take advantage of the predominance
of laminar flow at microscales, which allows for predictable fluid flow
perfusion and spatial patterning [231]. In 2016, the US National Center
for Advancing Translational Sciences spearheaded funding for the de-
velopment of Tissue Chip Testing Centers to further develop and vali-
date tissue chip technology for drug development in regulatory,
academic, and industry settings [232]. In recent years, researchers
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have used the tissue assembly approach inmicrofluidic devices to create
a variety of tissue constructs relevant for drug development, such as bile
ducts [233] required for liver metabolism and adipose chips for ADME
studies [234]. Table 1 summarizes recent representative advances in tis-
sue chips relevant for drug development, as well as other chips for
modeling human tissue physiology that are applicable to disease areas
discussed in this review.

The precise control and orientation of cells within scaffolds in 3D tis-
sue chips also allows formore physiologically relevant studies of cellular
migration. For example, a polymeric silicone microfluidic device with
parallel hollow lumens embedded in collagen helped to elucidate the
signaling pathways that promote pancreatic cancer metastases [235].
Specifically, themodel helped to show that adenocarcinomametastases
relied on pancreatic ductal endothelial ablation that was dependent on
the ALK7 pathway of TGF-β signaling and that broad-spectrum inhibi-
tors of TGF -β signaling could limit this effect [235]. Similarly,
microfluidic devices containing primary endothelial and breast cancer
cells demonstrated that signaling resulting from endothelium disrup-
tion promotes breast tumor metastases [236]. For inflammatory dis-
eases, tissue chips can allow interactions of immune cells with tissues
to be studied in a 3D in vitro setting. For example, in a microfluidic
chip for long term culture of human adipocytes, with on-demand intro-
duction of an immortalized human macrophage cell line [237], macro-
phage introduction resulted in decreased insulin sensitivity, a
hallmark of obesity-induced type 2 diabetes [237]. Importantly, this
in vitro platformallowed for on-chip assays such as cytokineproduction,
glucose uptake, and microscopy [237], analysis not easily achievable in
current in vivomodels for studying obesity and type 2 diabetes.

6.3. Vascularizing in vitro tissues and introducing flow to 3D cultures

Dynamic cultures created via perfusable networks that allow for
fluid flow and circulation improve the in vitro representation of in vivo
tissues [238]. The use of microfluidic devices with combinations of pas-
sive or active pumping modalities represent the most common ap-
proaches for the implementation of dynamic cultures in vitro. Based
on the concept that at small scales, viscous forces dominate over inertial
forces [239], these devices allow for the simple introduction of con-
trolled, laminar flow of fluids. Additionally, as microfabrication tech-
niques allow for precise patterning microscale features such as
channels and lumens, these technologies allow researchers to recreate
a variety of culture models with perfusable vascular networks and en-
dothelial barriers to study drug-development related transport phe-
nomena in vitro. For example, microfluidic channels lined with
confluent endothelium and superficially with kidney epitheliumwithin
a permeable ECM showed selective reabsorption of solutes, such as glu-
cose, and showed a response to known pharmacological inhibition
[240].

Introducingflow to 3D tissues can improve the utilization of primary
cells for in vitro models (Fig. 5D) [161]. For example, primary hepato-
cytes used in drug development for hepatotoxicity screening need to
be mature, metabolically active cells capable of metabolizing drugs
[241]. However, their availability and cost significantly hinder the utili-
zation of primary hepatocytes [161,241]. Compounding this limitation
is the rapid dedifferentiation of hepatocytes that occurs in vitro [112].
As a result, researchers frequently assess hepatic drug metabolism
using S9 fractions of primary liver homogenates [242]. While this ap-
proach affords drug metabolism prediction by key CYP proteins, the ac-
tivities of these enzymes are only 20–25% of intact hepatocyte
microsomes where membrane-bound drug metabolism occurs [243],
and this approach offers no insights into hepatoxicity. Additionally,
the intrinsic nature of S9 fractions as single-use liver homogenates ren-
ders this approach similarly restricted by the limited availability of pri-
mary tissues. Engineered perfusion bioreactors that regulate oxygen
tension and nutrient delivery in 3D cultures offer strategies to improve
the utilization of primary cells such as hepatocytes [161,162]. For
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example, a bioreactorwithfluidflow computationally optimized to con-
sider oxygen consumption helped to extend the viability of 3D primary
hepatocytes cultures [162].

In addition to providing a mechanism for tissue perfusion combined
with recreating cross-barrier transport, the implementation of vascula-
ture into in vitro tissues can increase tissue development and matura-
tion (Fig. 5D) [244]. For instance, exposing aggregates of metanephric
mesenchymederived fromhPSCs to specific rates offlow in a perfusable
millifluidic device resulted in enhanced formation of glomerular vascu-
lar networks and inducedmorphogenesis of in vitro kidney organoids to
mature states [244]. Additionally, incorporation of primary human pa-
renchymal and endothelial cells into 3D hPSC-derived hepatocyte ag-
gregates increased CYP450 activity as well as albumin and urea
production relative to 2Dmonoculture of hepatocytes [245]. These stud-
ies help to illustrate that the endothelium represents an important func-
tional niche that regulates maturation in normal and diseased tissues in
ways that increase the biological relevance of in vitro models for drug
development.

Lastly, 3D printing has emerged as an alternative route for creating
complex, vascularized tissues. This technology (reviewed here [246])
allows for the precise patterning of cells within 3Dmicroenvironments.
In particular, 3D printing of sacrificial networks followed by seeding of
endothelial cells allows for direct 3D patterning of increasingly complex
vascular tissues [246]. For example, 3D printing of sacrificial polysaccha-
ride “carbohydrate glass” within a crosslinked polyethylene glycol hy-
drogel allowed for seeding primary endothelial cells into a perfusable,
hierarchical vascular network within a 3D culture of stromal cells
[247]. Combinations of 3D printing of endothelial cells with cell spher-
oids [248], as well as 3D printing and patterning of hPSC derived tissues
[249], are additional avenues to create more complex and biologically
relevant vascularized tissues in vitro. Further advances in 3D printing,
such as techniques for printing composite biocompatible and dynami-
cally responsive materials [250,251], will facilitate drug development
by allowing for more complex preclinical models of human tissues
in vitro, particularly vascularized tissues [248].

6.4. Integration of advances to create microphysiological systems and
model whole organisms

Microphysiological systems (MPSs) are in vitro models of simple,
representative, functional units of organs that seek to recreate key fea-
tures of in vivo tissue (Fig. 6A) [163,222,252,253]. In 2010, a lung-on-
a-chip MPS concept, in which a semipermeable polymeric silicone
membrane lined with lung epithelium and endothelium connected to
air channels, recapitulatedwhole-organ inflammatory responses tome-
chanical stretch and cytokines [254]. To support the development of
MPS technology, the US National Institutes of Health (NIH) and FDA
jointly created a program to advanceMPSs as in vitromodels for testing
the efficacy and safety of drugs formore improved efficiency in develop-
ing therapies, followed by an additional initiative between theNIH, FDA,
and the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to ex-
pand this approach futher [229]. Since 2012, numerous examples of
MPSs have emerged and led to the proliferation of “organ-on-a-chip”
and “organoid-on-a-chip” devices (Fig. 6A-B) [2]. A key advantage of
these organ-on-a-chip systems as preclinical models is that they can
combine organ-like tissue architecture, function, intact endothelium,
and flow with the reductionist and streamlined approach of a self-
contained andmodular tissue chip that allows for enhanced throughput
in vitro modeling of drug PKPD and efficacy in complex human tissues
[255]. For example, retina organoids on a perfusable chip allowed for
the recreation of known drug-induced retinopathies [256], suggesting
such an approach could be a useful addition to ADME studies to identify
off-target drug toxicity.

While individual MPSs can mimic in vivo tissues, in vitro PKPD stud-
ies often requiremulti-organor organismal interactions, interconnected
via a perfusable vasculature. For example, some drugs may exhibit no
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direct toxicity in tissues but do after hepatic metabolism. In another cir-
cumstance, the cellular response to a drugmight be contextually depen-
dent on paracrine factors within a tissue or endocrine factors from
multiple distal tissues [257,258]. InterconnectedMPSs representing dif-
ferent tissues offer a strategy to model these complexities in vitro. For
example, in a self-contained and interconnected gut-liver MPS, inflam-
matory signals from the gut modulated hepatic drug metabolism [259].
Expanding on this concept, combining a quantitative systems pharma-
cology approach with ten interconnected different tissue systems com-
prised of both primary and immortalized cell lines link allowed for the
creation of in vitro PKPDmodels and characterization of interactions be-
tween different tissue systems to predict human outcomes [222]. This
strategy of interconnecting differentMPSs (Fig. 6B) has led to the estab-
lishment of “organisms-on-a-chip” culture systems and represents
promising opportunities to create representations of organismal physi-
ologies for modeling human DMPK and ADME in vitro [260]. Table 2
summarizes examples of these organism-on-a-chip approaches for re-
capitulating tissue and organ function in vitro.

Interconnected MPSs can enable better representation of human
organ and organ systems in vitro; however, new challenges emerge
with the use of this technology, including increased complexity
concerning assembly, reproducibility, and complications with data col-
lection [252]. For example, the exchange, collection, and analyses of
media from multi MPSs with μL-scale volumes present analytical and
engineering challenges [252]. In addition, the small dimensions of
Fig. 6. Microphysiological systems and engineering tools for creating “organisms-on-a-dish.”
[254] and Kidney [244] chip systems. (b) Representations of “organism-on-a-chip” designs.
different MPSs but lack modularity and present engineering challenges in liquid handling. M
and simple diversification of MPSs integration but require more specialized engineering resou
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MPSs introduce concerns with the validation of the scaling parameters
used in the computational prediction of PKPD models from MPS-
generateddata [261]. As an alternative approach to self-contained inter-
connected MPSs systems described above (Fig. 6B), advancements in
robotics and automated liquid handlings and microscopy can be used
to connect differentmodular organ-on-a-chip systems [262]. For exam-
ple, a programmable robotic culture platform afforded the automated
perfusion, observation, and sample collection in three interconnected
different modular tissue systems that had been previously validated to
quantitatively predict their tissue-specific drug PK properties [263].
Continued engineering advances to connect MPSs, combined with
quantitative data that shows computational modeling outcomes from
MPS data scales to the meso- and macro-scale of human physiology
[259], will lead to further refinement of the organism-on-a-chip ap-
proach and improve the predictive value of in vitro PKPD, DMPK, and
ADME studies of new drugs.

7. Looking forward: improving the relevance of in vivo models
utilizing human tissues

While there are ample opportunities to improve preclinical studies
with advances in in vitro representations of human tissues, in vivo ani-
mal models will undoubtedly continue to serve an integral role in
drug development. As such, advances in biology and engineering can
and should be applied to augment existing animal models as an
(a) Representations of “organ-on-a-chip” and “organoid-on-a-chip” models such as Lung
Self-contained single-chip models afford simplicity in integration and perfusion of the
odular designs combined with automated robotic liquid handling strategies afford rapid
rces.



Table 2
Selected recent studies developing “organism-on-a-chip” models that are relevant to preclinical studies in drug development.

Human “organism-on-a-chip” models

Tissue systems Type of device Summary of drug
development application

Cell source Ref.

Lung-liver-heart Microfabricated individual
devices (bioprinted cardiac,
cross-linked scaffold liver,
transwell lung epithelium)
interconnected and perfused
with a peristaltic pump

Modeling drug toxicity
dependency on multi-tissue
system interactions

Primary cells [37]

Gut-liver Self-contained, two-chamber,
microfluidic device with
transwell inserts and integrated
pumping manifold

Modeling drug PK in vitro
and examining the effects of
gut inflammation on hepatic
drug metabolism

Combination of
immortalized
and primary cells

[259,290]

Intestine-liver-skin-kidney Self-contained, four-chamber,
microfluidic device perfused
with a peristaltic pump

Replicating multi-tissue
system drug and ADME
in vitro

Combination of
immortalized
and primary cells

[291]

Heart-liver, heart-liver-cancer Modular design with individual
microfluidic organ-on-a-chip
models sequentially
interconnected and perfused via
a peristaltic pump and
integrated small molecule
sensors

Modeling liver and heart
functionality in drug
response studies and
chemotherapeutic efficacy
studies for liver cancer

Combination of
primary,
hPSC-derived,
and cancer cells

[292]

Heart-skeletal muscle-liver-neuronal Self-contained four-chamber
microfluidic device with
gravity-driven passive pumping

Modeling of cardio-,
muscular- hepato-, and
neuronal drug toxicity
in vitro

Combination of
immortalized,
primary, and
hPSC-derived
cells

[293]

Gut-liver-kidney, bone marrow-liver-kidney Modular design with individual
microfluidic organ-on-a-chip
models interconnected via a
robotic liquid handler

Integrated components for
modeling first-pass drug
metabolism in in vitro DMPK
studies (gut) as well as
kidney drug toxicity
screening (bone marrow)

Combination of
immortalized
and primary cells

[263]

Liver-pancreas-intestine-lung-heart-muscle-brain-endometrium-skin-kidney Self-contained, ten-chamber,
microfluidic device with
transwell inserts and integrated
pumping manifold

Integrated
“human-on-a-chip” for
performing in vitro PKPD
studies in combination with
systems biology

Combination of
immortalized,
primary, and
hPSC-derived
cells (pancreas
cell-non human)

[222]
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additional strategy for improving preclinical studies. Currently,
transplantation of human xenografts into immunocompromised an-
imals is the gold standard for studying human tissues in vivo. How-
ever, the recent appreciation of immunology in a range of human
diseases, as well as various immune cells being potential targets for
therapeutic strategies, indicates that these models may be critically
deficient for many avenues of emerging drug development. Contrary
to conventional xenografts, transplantation of healthy tissues that
can repopulate the human immune system in vivo may afford the
study of human diseases in a more immunologically relevant setting.
For example, engraftment of bone marrow, liver, and thymus tissues
can allow for modeling HIV infection in mice and be used in research
towards vaccines for HIV [264]. However, this model depends on
fetal tissue, raising significant ethical and regulatory concerns for
their widespread adoption.

The use of hPSC-derived tissues combined with humanized animals
may lead to improved xenograft models. Genetic animal humanization,
which involves the introduction of specific human- and removal of non-
human cytokines and surface receptors, may improve the engraftment
of human xenografts from non-fetal sources (Fig. 7A-B) [265]. For ex-
ample, injection of human myeloid precursor into a humanized mouse
expressing human cytokines for CSF1, IL3, SCF, and GM-SCF led to the
development and maturation of human microglia in a mouse brain
[266,267], albeit still in an immunocompromised animal. Given the
newly appreciated role that microglia play in the development of
many neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's [94], Parkinson's
[268], andmultiple sclerosis [269], thismodelmay be particularly useful
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for the study of human microglia in vivo (Fig. 7B). Another promising
humanization strategy involves chimeric mice generated via grafting
of human hepatocytes as well as the transgenic introduction of human
p450 [270] genes into mice. Given the importance of the predictive
value of ADME- and hepatoxicity-screening data on drug efficacy and
safety, these platforms have substantial potential value for improving
preclinical studies.

Human-nonhuman species chimeras represent an alternative to en-
graftment of human tissue in humanized mice. This principle of inter-
species chimeras depends on the convergence of developmental
timing amongst vertebrates and the ability to derive and deliver devel-
opmentally appropriate human progenitor cells (Fig. 7C) [271,272]. For
example, injection of developmentally matched hPSC-derived neural
crest progenitors into E8.5 mouse embryos resulted in the contribution
of human pigmented epithelium tomouse hair follicles in immunocom-
petent animals without immunosuppression [271]. Later, injection
of hPSC-derived neural crest cells with a doxycycline-inducible
MYCN + ALKF1174L oncogene mutation formed neuroblastomas in im-
munocompetentmice using this chimeric approach [273]. Impressively,
the human tumors in thismodelmore closely reflected the tumor tissue
architecture and immune response of tumors in human patients. Over-
all, improvements in the ability to create human chimeras and increase
the contribution of normal and diseased human tissues in immunocom-
petent animals (Fig. 7D) could be a powerful advance in preclinical
models. However, complexities relating to the physiological crosstalk
between human and nonhuman tissue systems in these types ofmodels
will likely result in new challenges [270].



Fig. 7. Employing biological tools to advance future in vivo models. (a) Conventional xenograft models involving the delivery of non-fetal primary human cells to immunocompromised
animals result in poor engraftment and limited utility as in vivo models of human tissues. (b) Delivering progenitors derived from hPSCs into genetically humanized mice results in
improved engraftment and representation of human tissues in vivo after the progenitors differentiate. (c) Not being amenable to embryonic-chimeras, human-interspecies chimeras
are achievable with in utero delivery of hPSC-derived progenitors that are matched to the developmental timing of the host embryo. (d) Conventional cancer xenografts resulting from
the delivery of human tumor cells to immunocompromised mice do not allow for immunotherapy drug development with human tissues in vivo. Cancer models resulting from
human-chimeras generated in immunocompetent mice may afford the potential to model cancer-immune system interactions in vivo for immunotherapy development.
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8. Conclusions

Despite decades of advances in DMPK and ADME validation in drug
development, it is empirically evident that preclinical studies are still of
limited value in predicting drug performance in HCTs. At the intersec-
tion between biology and engineering, new tools and advances are cre-
ating a unique opportunity to both produce and configure human cells
and tissues in such a way to increase the relevance of preclinical models
to native human tissues and organs. Utilizing these tools requires care-
ful considerations of theprocess fromdesign to implementation that are
required to promote the greatest benefit to drug development. Further,
the biology and engineering research enterprises will continue to make
advancements and provide new tools, so the material discussed here
can be considered as a representative framework for synthesizing de-
mands of different research areas with available biological and engi-
neering tools. Increased interactions between academic researchers
and those in the drug development industry can greatly facilitate this
134
goal through continued refinement of this framework. Ultimately, new
tools arising from advances in biology and engineering will likely im-
prove preclinical studies in the drug development enterprise by provid-
ing disease-relevant human cells and tissues and improved in vitro and
in vivo preclinical models.
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